
 
 

 

 

MINUTES 

Collector Wind Farm Forum  

Meeting: 13 March, 2014 at the Bushranger Hotel, Collector 

In attendance: Gary Poile, Cr John Searl, Brian Mor, Frank Ross, Martha Truelove, John 
Hoskins, James McKay, Madeleine McDonald,  Tony Walsh, Neil Weston (Ratch), Anthony 
Yeates (Ratch), Ben Johnson (Chair), Deborah Cameron (Chair) 

Apologies: Deborah Cameron, Cr John Shaw 

Meeting commenced: 6.15pm 

Meeting concluded: 8.10pm 

 

General discussion 

These minutes serve as an account and a general record of the discussion at what was the 
second meeting of the Forum. This is not a verbatim record and is therefore not conclusive.  
These minutes also reflect the tone of the gathering.  

Agenda item 1 – apologies 
 
From Cr John Shaw and Deborah Cameron. 
 
Agenda item 2 – declaration of pecuniary and other interests 
 
New representative John Hoskins declared no conflict of interests. Remaining participants 
pecuniary and other interests remain unchanged.  Temporary Chair Ben Johnson works for 
KJA.  
 
Post meeting note – Madeleine McDonald also declared no conflict of interests but notes her 
involvement with the Collector Village Pumpkin Festival and the Collector & District Historical 
Association Inc. 

Agenda item 3 – confirmation of minutes 
 
Minutes confirmed. 
 
Agenda item 4 – new members 
 
The Collector Wind Farm Forum welcomed John Hoskins. John indicated that the minutes or 
agenda was not sent to his email address. Chair confirmed details after the meeting. 
 
Non agenda item – review of site visit to Gullen Ra nge  
 
The Chair invited Brian Mor to provide a summary to the Forum of the site visit to the Gullen 
Wind Farm which occurred from 2pm to 5pm on 13 March 2014. Commentary included: 
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• The tour of the Wind Farm was an experience that members should make the time to 

visit themselves. 
• Three areas of the Wind Farm were visited including getting up close and personal 

with a number of components and structures.  
• Other committee members were interested to know in the dimensions of the turbines 

and other technical information.  
• It is of special note that the tour also included the mechanics of how to jump start a 

4WD vehicle and to not leave hazard lights flashing when the engine is turned off. 
• Anthony provided a short comparison of the specifications for the Collector Wind 

Farm to Gullen Range. 
 
Agenda item 5 – business arising from previous meet ing 
 
No new business.  
 
Agenda item 6 – Correspondence 
 
No new correspondence. 
 
Agenda item 7 – Proponent reports and overview of a ctivities 
 
Anthony Yeates  provided details of the Planning Assessment Panel meeting.  
 
James McKay  asked if there were any specific challenges in the Statement of Commitment. 
 
Anthony Yeates  outlined there were four conditions including: some administration changes, 
reduction of eight turbines at the south end of the farm which shrinks the “up-stream” size of 
the project, grid connections are important, and need to revisit the sums for energy.  
 
James McKay  added if there was any cost savings with the reduction of turbines and if the 
investment for total project will also change.  
 
Anthony Yeates  responded by outlining that the fixed and variable costs for the grid 
connections and overheads don’t change, except that there would be less for road works due 
to the reduced number of turbines. Details of any changes to the total investment are not 
known at this stage. 
 
Martha Truelove  asked why the 8 turbines were requested to be removed by PAC.    
 
Anthony Yeates  said the PAC had outlined that it was due to the visual impact of the 
turbines on the Collector village  
 
James McKay  stated that the PAC is a good process and Anthony Yeates  apologised for 
not attending the second day due to personal commitments (his wife had a baby).   
 
Anthony Yeates then outlined the next steps including what studies and reports are required 
to be prepared for the Department of Planning & Infrastructure (DP&I). 
 
This includes: 
 

• Completion of all studies and work as required by the conditions of consent and 
Statement of Committments 

• This includes traffic and transport management plans. These are required for Council, 
DP&I and government. 

• Finalising the grid connection details 
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• Seeking supply for the construction and turbine supply elements of the project that 

provides the best solution for the project.  
 

Post meeting note - James McKay  asked if the impending RET review increases the 
regulatory risk for a project such as Collectors. Anthony  replied that yes, he thought it did, 
and that the RET review process could possibly slow down the completion of development 
activities and commencement of construction. He understands that the RET review is likely 
to be concluded before the end of this year. He thought it was unlikely that the RET would be 
fully repealed, but was unsure about what the review might determine and what the target 
might look like following the review.  He thought it was likely that there would remain some 
sort of target, and thus still the need for projects such as the Collector wind farm. 

Anthony  summarised this work will take several months to complete, probably until the end 
of the year, and that there will not be any construction activity until all of this is finalised.    
 
James McKay  sought to know how the construction phase will be managed and if there is 
provision to source local employment for roads etc.  
 
Anthony Yeates  said that Ratch has a good database and network of local contractors and 
follows the Federal government’s Industry Capability Network initiative. 
 
Cr John Searl  asked for additional details concerning the grid connection and whether or not 
it will be overhead or underground, including running under public roads. This led to 
additional comments from the Forum concerning property easements, including any 
adjustments, and the lessons learnt from the Crookwell site. 
 
Anthony Yeates  said that the wind farm will not need any grid connection transmission 
easements because the TransGrid 330kV lines and easement already cross the project site.    
 
Frank Ross  where the vegetation offset will be located. Additional comments from the 
Forum sought information how offsets were considered on lease/titles. 
 
Anthony Yeates  outlined that finalising the vegetation offset arrangements were a 
component of the work needed before construction can commence, and that this work will be 
done in conjunction with the Office of Environment and Heritage. Forum members then 
discussed some details of up to 50 hectares on one farm is set aside for offsets on one farm 
and that land titles will include a PVP notation. 
 
John Hoskins  sought details of road works including the width of roads, construction and 
added further comments on the length of roads to be built.  
 
Anthony Yeates  said that access to public roads is subject to Council and the government’s 
review and approval. Private roads (ie: roads built on the project site) will be done in 
accordance with the approval and to RATCH’s specification. Precise location of access roads 
to turbines is not yet known as tenders will confirm the final design. 
 
Anthony Yeates  outlined that site roads will be dirt roads and that the design of these roads 
considers geotechnical requirements, steepness, minimise the use of council roads and that 
traffic is funneled away from the village.  
 
Agenda item 8: general business 
 
The Forum dedicated much time to the matter of the Revenue Sharing Agreement / Fund.  
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James McKay  said that the funds require an innovative approach and the $200k is not 
consistent to CPI increases.  
 
Anthony Yeates  outlined the rationale to the $200k and how it fits in with other Community 
Investment Models. 
 
James McKay  asked if the revenue share model for the public is the same for private 
landowners.  
 
Anthony Yeates  took this question on notice and will report back to the Forum and will take 
a look at the ACT model.  
 
James McKay  then asked Gary Poile if the revenue sharing includes market conditions with 
Gary responding that you sign up to a fixed percentage. 
 
John Hoskins  said the $200k is a minimum number and why CPI was not part of the 
conditions. 
 
Anthony Yeates  said that CPI is a given and that the value will be maintained.  
 
Gary Poile  mentioned that the community needs control of these funds and that rural needs 
are different to those of the village but both seek outcomes and he included the example of 
weed control. 
 
Anthony Yeates  said that there are other models and provided an example of a single host 
location that had 4 or 5 turbines located 2.5 kilometres of 35 residents.    
 
Frank Ross  added that the community ‘needs a win’ and Tony Walsh  sought the view of 
council’s position on how funds are to be spent, and added that an independent advisory 
committee should be established by council to address the revenue sharing agreement / 
fund. James McKay  said gaining different ideas from a distant perspective could lead to 
better results.   
 
Anthony Yeates  said he fully supported an independent / expert committee.  
 
James McKay  outlined that C2 Condition – Community Enhancement Program that 
consultants can do this for the project and that this Forum should seek expert support and to 
set up a legal entity to pursue this idea. 
 
Anthony Yeates  then tabled two resumes from consultants who have specialised skills in 
establishing frameworks and governance structures in managing community funds.  
 
John Hoskins  said that the funds could be used to educate children and that it be separate 
to the company, with Gary Poile  adding that the fund must be equipped to handle both rural 
and village residents and that sending letters would be a good way to get them involved. 
 
Anthony Yeates  said that they already distribute 150 to 160 newsletters to the Collector 
community that live within a 5 kilometre radius.   
 
Ben Johnson  indicated he would circulate some key points of the type of skills a Community 
Engagement expert in this area would require.  
 
Ben Johnson  mentioned that the Community Fund will need to be a specific item for the 
next meeting. The Forum also voiced the need to extend the invitation for the Mayor and a 
senior Ratch representative to attend the next meeting.     
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Frank Ross  said that he would like to thank Anthony for his hard work, clear communication 
and transparency on this project, and that others should take the opportunity to visit a wind 
farm when next available.  
 
Anthony Yeates  supported Frank’s idea of organising another visit at time suitable to the 
Forum members.  
 
Agenda item 9 – Next meeting 
 
The next meeting of the Forum will be held on Thursday 12 June 2014. 
  
 

Actions arising from meeting:  

• Ben Johnson to circulate key points required by a Community Engagement 
specialised to assist with community fund 
 

• Next meeting to include a specific agenda item on the Revenue Sharing Agreement / 
Fund with the Mayor and Ratch senior representative to attend 

 
• Site visit at the Gullen range Wind farm to be scheduled either on the afternoon of the 

next meeting or on Saturday 7 June 2014.  
 
 
 

 


